
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

March 26, 2024 

AZSITE is pleased to announce that the Arizona Association of Conservation Districts (AACD) has 
received a Social Investment Grant from South 32 Hermosa, Inc. for the project AZSITE Cultural 
Resources Geodatabase Access Fee Subsidies for Tribal Governments.  

This project will use South 32 Social Investment funds combined with a match from the AACD to 
subsidize annual fees for access to AZSITE, Arizona’s official cultural resources geodatabase, for 
Arizona tribal government cultural resources personnel. The project objective is to facilitate 
conservation of cultural resources by increasing the accessibility of AZSITE to tribal governments 
that have unique management responsibilities and relationships to the data managed by AZSITE. 

Through this program, sixteen AZSITE user accounts with web and GIS access are available to 
Arizona tribal government cultural resources personnel at no cost to the tribe. One subsidized 
account will be available per calendar year per tribe, until the funds are exhausted.  

Instructions for interested tribal governments: 

1. Visit AZSITE’s forms page and find the Web Form for 2024 AZSITE Access 
2. On the form, select your government from the list, or select ‘Other’ if not listed. 
3. In the Requested User Accounts section, please select the Government Standard I 

account type for the account to be paid under this program. 
a. If requesting additional accounts, select the Government Standard I or 30 Day 

account type. See our fee structure for more information. 
4. AZSITE will process the application and direct the invoice to the AACD for payment. 

a. If more than one account is listed on the application, two invoices will be sent – 
one to the AACD for the subsidized account, and one to the applicant for the 
remaining balance. 

Tribal governments that have already paid for AZSITE access for 2024 may request an additional, 
subsidized 2024 account as described above or contact AZSITE to request a subsidized account for 
2025 (pending availability).  

Update 4/1/2024: 15/16 Subsidized Accounts Available 
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